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[1] A global, statistical analysis of electrostatic electron
cyclotron harmonic (ECH) waves is performed using
THEMIS wave data. Our results confirm the high occurrence
of <1 mV/m ECH emissions throughout the outer magneto-
sphere (L > 5). The strongest (≥1 mV/m) ECH waves are
enhanced during geomagnetically disturbed periods, and are
mainly confined close to the magnetic equator (∣l∣ < 3°) over
the region L ≤ 10 in the night and dawn MLT sector. ECH
wave intensities within 3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6° are generally much
weaker but not negligible especially for L < ∼12 on the
midnight side. Furthermore, the occurrence rates and vari-
ability of moderately intense (≥0.1 mV/m) ECH emissions
suggest that ECH wave scattering could contribute to diffuse
auroral precipitation in the outer (L > 8)magnetospherewhere
chorus emissions are statistically weak. Citation: Ni, B.,
R. Thorne, J. Liang, V. Angelopoulos, C. Cully, W. Li, X. Zhang,
M. Hartinger, O. Le Contel, and A. Roux (2011), Global distribution
of electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic waves observed on
THEMIS, Geophys. Res. Lett. , 38 , L17105, doi:10.1029/
2011GL048793.

1. Introduction

[2] Electrostatic electron cyclotron harmonic (ECH)
emissions occur within bands between the harmonics of
electron gyrofrequency, fce, with dominant frequencies often
located around odd half multiples of fce [e.g., Kennel et al.,
1970; Meredith et al., 2009]. These waves propagate at
very large angles with respect to the ambient magnetic field
[e.g., Gurnett and Bhattacharjee, 2005]. Generally, ECH
waves are thought to be excited outside the plasmasphere near
the geomagnetic equator due to a loss cone instability of
electron velocity distribution [e.g., Ashour‐Abdalla and
Kennel, 1978; Horne et al., 2003].
[3] Since the first report of ECH waves by Kennel et al.

[1970] from the OGO‐5 measurements, it has been pro-

posed that ECH emissions could act as a viable candidate
contributing to diffuse auroral electron precipitation and the
magnetic local time (MLT) distribution of plasma sheet
electrons in space [e.g., Kennel et al., 1970; Horne and
Thorne, 2000; Horne et al., 2003]. Recent theoretical and
modeling studies [Thorne et al., 2010; Ni et al., 2011a,
2011b] have concluded that whistler‐mode chorus waves
rather than ECH waves play the dominant role in driving
diffuse auroral precipitation in the inner magnetosphere
(<∼8 Re). However, since ECH emissions were reported to
extend to >∼12 Re [e.g., Roeder and Koons, 1989], while
chorus waves are generally weak (less than a few pT) above
∼8 Re in the night‐to‐dawnMLT sector [Li et al., 2009], ECH
emissions could still be potentially important for under-
standing the occurrence of nightside diffuse auroral precipi-
tation at higher L‐shells [Newell et al., 2009]. Improved
information of the global distribution of ECH waves are
required to quantify this.
[4] Kennel et al. [1970] reported very large amplitude ECH

waves, typically between 1 and 10 mV/m and occasionally
up to 100 mV/m, using OGO‐5 data. Subsequently, Belmont
et al. [1983] concluded that ECHwave activity was generally
more modest based on a statistical analysis of the GEOS‐2
data within the 22 ‐ 06 MLT sector and 3° of the magnetic
equator, and showed that >1 mV/m ECH events occur less
than 2% of the time, compared to 88% occurrence of
<0.1 mV/m electric field. A later statistical study by Roeder
and Koons [1989] of plasma wave data from the AMPTE
IRM and SCATHA satellites indicated that the occurrence of
ECH wave emissions is comparable to that reported by
Belmont et al. [1983] and that ECH emissions are observed
most often in the 03 ‐ 06 local time (LT) sector of the mag-
netosphere at geocentric distances of 4 ‐ 8 Re, confined to
±10° off the magnetic equator. The work of Roeder and
Koons [1989] covered a broad L‐shell range (4–20) and
most local times, but only four equal L‐shell bins and eight
evenly spaced local time bins were adopted. In addition, their
analysis was restricted to a single magnetic dipole latitude bin
between ±10°. A recent study byMeredith et al. [2009], using
CRRES wave data, demonstrated that during active periods
strong ECH waves with amplitudes >1 mV/m were observed
in the region 4 < L < 7 from 21 to 06MLT approximately 20%
of the time. However, the CRRES data coverage is mostly
confined within 7 Re with a pronounced gap in the pre‐noon
sector for L > 5.
[5] In the present study we use THEMIS (Time History of

Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms) wave
data to examine the global distribution of averaged ECH
electric field amplitude and its occurrence rate as a function of
L‐shell, MLT, magnetic latitude, and geomagnetic activity
level. Directed towards the development of an improved
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global model for the distribution of ECH waves in the outer
magnetosphere (5 to 15 Re), our analysis not only provides
complementary information to earlier studies, but also pre-
sents a detailed latitudinal and radial‐MLT distribution of
ECH emissions under different geomagnetic conditions,
which is critical for subsequent theoretical modeling of the
role of ECH waves in driving diffuse auroral precipitation.

2. THEMIS Data Analysis

[6] Wave observations from each of the five THEMIS
spacecraft [Angelopoulos, 2008] come from two instruments,
the Electric Field Instrument (EFI) [Bonnell et al., 2008] and
the Search Coil magnetometer (SCM) [Roux et al., 2008;
Le Contel et al., 2008] that measure the wave electric and
magnetic field components in three directions respectively.
Based on the THEMIS EFI and SCM measurements, two
spectral datasets are produced: the Filter Bank (FBK) and Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT). This study uses the FBK electric
and magnetic field data, calculated from the Digital Fields
Board (DFB) [Cully et al., 2008], to represent the mean
amplitude of the electric and magnetic field of the bandpass‐
filtered signals from the spin‐plane EFI and SCM sensors in
6 logarithmically‐spaced frequency bands from 0.1 Hz to
4 kHz, with a measurement cadence of 4 seconds.We analyze
the FBK data from 1 January 2008 to December 31 2009 for
all 5 probes. With the available solar wind data and geo-
magnetic indices, the Tsyganenko 96 (T96) magnetic field
model [Tsyganenko and Stern, 1996] is adopted to map data
to the magnetic equator to obtain L, MLT and magnetic
latitude (l) where each observation occurred using the
ONERA‐DESP library V4.2. All points within the L range of
5 ‐ 15 and the magnetic latitude range ∣l∣ < 10° are selected
for the following wave investigation.
[7] Our selection criteria for ECH wave events are as

follows:
[8] 1. We first exclude data points with observed ion

velocity >50 km/s and electron total temperature <200 eV to
avoid events possibly outside the magnetopause. Besides
isolating the EFI sphere shadowing periods (several weeks
per year per probe), we select data with spacecraft potentials
<70 volts to eliminate events either in the Earth shadow
region or in the lobes where large uncertainties in wave
measurements often occur. Since ECH waves are usually
located near the equator, we focus on data with Bz >ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
B2
x þ B2

y

q
(where Bx, By, and Bz are the three components of

ambient magnetic field in the GSM coordinates). This also
guarantees a relatively small angle between the ambient
magnetic field and the satellite spin axis to ensure that a
substantial component of the electric/magnetic wave field can
be recorded by spin‐plane sensor and registered in the FBK
data.
[9] 2. The background magnetic field measured from the

THEMIS Flux‐Gate Magnetometer (FGM) [Auster et al.,
2008] and the probe magnetic latitude inferred from the
T96 model are used to calculate the equatorial magnetic field
strength and fce, which is subsequently adopted to evaluate
the harmonic band of ECH waves. The six FBK bands are
denoted as FBK #1 to FBK #6, from low to high frequencies,
covering the frequency range of 1 to 4 Hz, 5 to 14 Hz, 20 to
57 Hz, 80 to 227 Hz, 316 to 904 Hz, and 1390 to 4000 Hz,
respectively. Since ECH waves are narrow‐band emissions,

with the major power intensities commonly located above
(n+0.2) fce particularly for the first three harmonic bands
[e.g., Meredith et al., 2009; Ni et al., 2011a], we take the
upper‐cutoff frequency of each FBK band divided by a factor
of 1.2 as the threshold frequencies to differentiate ECH
wave bands. Specifically, there are seven cases under con-
sideration: (I) when fce ≥ 3333 Hz (= 4000 Hz/1.2), there
is no data at ECH frequencies available; (II) when 753 Hz
( = 904 Hz/1.2) ≤ fce < 3333 Hz, only FBK #6 lies in the ECH
frequency range, including the first harmonic and possibly
higher harmonics dependent on the value of fce; (III) when
189 Hz ( = 227 Hz/1.2) ≤ fce < 753 Hz, FBK #5 and #6 are
in the ECH frequency range, but only FBK #5 covers the
first harmonic band; (IV) when 48 Hz ( = 57 Hz/1.2) ≤ fce <
189 Hz, FBK #4 ‐ #6 are in the ECH frequency range, but
only FBK #4 covers the first harmonic band; (V) when 12 Hz
( = 14 Hz/1.2) ≤ fce < 48 Hz, FBK #3 ‐ #6 are in the ECH
frequency range, but only FBK #3 covers the first harmonic
band; (VI) when 3.3 Hz ( = 4 Hz/1.2) ≤ fce < 12 Hz, FBK #2 ‐
#6 are in the ECH frequency range, but only FBK #2 covers
the first harmonic band; and (VII) when fce < 3.3 Hz, all
the FBK bands are in the ECH frequency range, but only
FBK #1 covers the first harmonic band.
[10] 3. For eachwave event identified above, we select only

the wave data for the FBK band including the first ECH
harmonic band that is most intense among all the observable
ECH harmonic bands. Taking into account the electrostatic
nature of ECH emissions, we remove events with the recorded
magnetic field amplitude >4 pT. We note that the EFI noise
floor exists for each FBK frequency band and that the ∼0.02 –
0.03 mV/m signals can be strongly contaminated by the shot
noise on the probes in the highest‐frequency bands. Although
the signals <0.03 mV/m cannot be discerned above the
instrument noise and thus become unreliable, we conser-
vatively include them as zero values for analysis of the mean
amplitude of the geophysical waves.
[11] After performing the above procedure and multiplying

the raw FBK electric field value by a factor p/2 to convert
it into the nominal wave amplitude, we establish a robust
database for well‐determined ECH wave events, covering
a two‐year period for all five THEMIS probes, for the sub-
sequent statistical analysis.

3. Statistical Results

3.1. Global Distribution of ECH Waves Under
Different Geomagnetic Activities

[12] To investigate the dependence of ECH wave power
on the level of geomagnetic activity, we adopt AE* (the
mean value of AE index in the previous hour) to separate
all identified ECH wave events into three categories of
geomagnetic condition: quiet (AE* < 100 nT), moderate
(100 nT ≤ AE* ≤ 300 nT), and active (AE* > 300 nT). The
corresponding THEMIS FBK electric field amplitude data
are then binned as a function of L in steps of 0.5 L and MLT
with an interval of one hour. To examine the latitudinal var-
iation of ECH wave power, we divide the considered mag-
netic latitudes (∣l∣ < 10°) into three magnetic latitude
intervals: ∣l∣ < 3°, 3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6°, and 6° ≤ ∣l∣ < 10°.
[13] Figure 1 shows the average root‐mean‐square (RMS)

ECH wave electric field amplitude (Ew) and the number of
total samples in each bin as a function of L‐shell and MLT
for the indicated three geomagnetic conditions and three
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magnetic latitude intervals. The large panels represent the
global distribution of Ew and the smaller panels represent the
number of total samples. The number of samples at L > 12 is
much smaller than that at lower L‐shells since the samples at
L > 12 are collected from only THEMIS B and C. To pursue a
better resolution at the lower sampling periods where the
waves are more pronounced, we have allowed saturation for
high sampling (>104) to bring out the important features for
the more intense waves. It is evident that stronger ECHwaves
(≥0.1 mV/m) generally occur in the ∼21 – 06MLT sector and
extend from L = 5 to L ≥ 10 with the presence of most intense
emissions within L = 5 – 9, qualitatively consistent with
Roeder and Koons [1989] and Meredith et al. [2009] (in
the overlap region of L = 5–7 for the latter). Compared to
quiet periods, ECH waves intensify significantly and cover a
broader (L, MLT) range during enhanced geomagnetic
activity. The difference in Ew distribution between moderate
and active conditions is also noticeable, showing a solidMLT
peak occurrence at premidnight or near midnight during
active periods. Besides the pronounced L‐MLT and geo-
magnetic activity dependence of Ew, there is a distinct lati-
tudinal dependence of Ew. In good agreement with the
previous studies [e.g., Roeder and Koons, 1989; Meredith

et al., 2009], ECH waves observed on THEMIS are well
confined to within ∣l∣ < 6°. At higher latitudes ECH emis-
sions are extremely weak even when AE* > 300 nT. There
also exists a tendency of a systematic shift in ECH wave
occurrence and intensity with magnetic latitude. Equatorial
emissions are most frequently observed at premidnight, while
waves >3° are more likely present at post midnight. While the
strongest ECH waves (≥1 mV/m) are characteristically
present within 3° of the magnetic equator, the wave activity
within 3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6° is well above the noise level and ≥1mV/m
ECHwaves can extend to L‐shell up to ∼12, especially within
23 – 04 MLT. These amplitude features are consistent with
Figure 3 ofMeredith et al. [2009] within ∣l∣ < 3° at L = 5 – 7.
The Ew values are obtained using the four‐second averaged
FBK data, whereas the instantaneous wave amplitudes can
greatly exceed these 4‐second averages, e.g., as reported by
Liang et al. [2010] using the THEMIS wave burst mode data.

3.2. Global Occurrence of ECH Waves Under Different
Levels of Wave Amplitude

[14] To investigate the global occurrence pattern of ECH
waves, the wave electric field data is sorted into three dif-
ferent levels of wave electric field amplitude: relatively weak
(0.03 ‐ 0.1 mV/m), moderate (0.1 ‐ 1 mV/m), and strong
(≥1 mV/m). To determine the occurrence rates of ECH
emissions associated with different wave amplitude levels,
we compute the ratio of the number of samples, whose
corresponding Ew are located in the assigned ECH wave
amplitude level, to the number of total samples in each spatial
bin.
[15] Figure 2 shows the occurrence rates of different levels

of ECH wave amplitude within ∣l∣ < 3° as a function of L,
MLT, and geomagnetic activity level. 0.03–0.1 mV/m ECH

Figure 2. Global occurrence rates of ECH waves within
∣l∣ < 3° under different geomagnetic conditions (from left
to right: quiet, moderate, and active) for three different wave
amplitude levels: (a, b, c) relatively weak with 0.03 mV/m ≤
Ew < 0.1 mV/m, (d, e, f) moderate with 0.1 mV/m ≤ Ew <
1 mV/m, and (g, h, i) strong with Ew ≥ 1 mV/m.

Figure 1. Global distribution of ECHwaves as a function of
L‐shell andMLT under different geomagnetic conditions cat-
egorized by AE* (from left to right: quiet, moderate, and
active) for three specified magnetic latitude intervals: (a, b,
c) ∣l∣ < 3°, (d, e, f) 3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6°, and (g, h, i) 6° ≤ ∣l∣ <
10°. The larger plots show the root‐mean‐square ECH wave
electric field amplitudes Ew (in units of mV/m) and the smaller
plots indicate the number of total samples in each bin.
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waves are present with a broad (L, MLT) coverage. The
occurrence is commonly at a rate of a few percent, whereas
varying from 1% to > 30% with the peak at L ≤ 10 on the
midnight‐to‐postdawn side. The occurrences of both mod-
erate (row 2) and strong (row 3) ECH waves indicate a clear
trend of expansion of wave activity to higher L‐shells with
enhanced occurrences when geomagnetic activity intensifies,
with the highest rates found between L = 5–10 in the night and
dawn sectors. The occurrence rates vary from below 1%
during quiet times to up to ∼40% during disturbed periods for
moderate waves, and from <0.1% during quiet times to ∼20%
during disturbed times for strongwaves. Especially for AE* >
300 nT, ≥ 1 mV/m ECHwaves show a distinct absence on the
dayside but an average occurrence rate at a few percent or
above within L ∼ 9 on the nightside. The obtained overall
pattern of ECH wave occurrence confirms a high occurrence
of <1 mV/m ECH waves in the magnetosphere. It agrees
well with the results of Meredith et al. [2009] over the
overlap region of L = 5–7, especially on the nightside where
the CRRES statistics is good. Additionally, our results are
qualitatively consistent with the lower resolution analysis of
Roeder and Koons [1989] for ECH waves of spectral density
>1 mV/m/Hz1/2 within ∣l∣ < 10°.
[16] Figure 3 represents the global occurrence pattern

of ECH emissions at different wave amplitude levels for 3° ≤
∣l∣ < 6°. Similar to the results in Figure 2, the occurrence rates
exhibit a strong dependence on L,MLT, geomagnetic activity
level, and amplitude level. Specifically, 0.03–0.1 mV/m ECH
emissions exhibit relatively high occurrence rates up to ∼40%
on the night and dawn side, dependent on geomagnetic
condition. More intense ECH waves exhibit a pronounced
dawn‐dusk asymmetry with the strongest waves occurring in
the 23 – 04 MLT sector at L‐shells of 5–10 with a rate below
∼30%. Even though the occurrence rates of intense ECH
waves for 3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6° are similar to those for ∣l∣ < 3°, the
Ew values are weaker at higher latitudes, presumably due to
ECH wave damping during propagation away from the
source region to higher latitudes. Furthermore, intense ECH
waves within 3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6° tend to occur more often at higher

L‐shells and later MLT, possibly owing to radial and azi-
muthal wave propagation effects.

4. Summary and Discussion

[17] We have utilized two years of filter bank data obtained
on all five THEMIS probes to perform an improved statistical
survey of the global distribution of ECH waves in the Earth’s
magnetosphere. Complementary to previous statistical anal-
yses on ECHwaves [Belmont et al., 1983; Roeder and Koons,
1989;Meredith et al., 2009], our investigation covers a broad
radial L range of 5 to 15 at magnetic latitudes ∣l∣ < 10° and all
magnetic local times, with high resolution in both L‐shell and
MLT. Directed towards the development of an improved
global model for the distribution of ECH emissions and the
occurrence pattern of wave strength as a function of L‐shell,
MLT, and magnetic latitude under different geomagnetic
conditions, our main results are summarized as follows:
[18] 1. The intensity of ECH emissions is strongly L‐shell

dependent with a pronouncedMLT asymmetry. More intense
ECH waves, with RMS amplitudes ≥0.1 mV/m, are typically
confined within L = 5–10 in the night and dawn sectors (∼21 –
06 MLT). ECH waves are usually much weaker for the other
(MLT, L) locations.
[19] 2. The RMS amplitude of ECH waves intensifies

considerably during enhanced geomagnetic activity, com-
pared to that for quiet periods (AE* < 100 nT). Active‐time
ECH wave activity shows a solid MLT peak occurrence at
premidnight or near midnight.
[20] 3. Strongest ECH emissions are characteristically

present within ∣l∣ < 3°, in good agreement with previous
analyses. ECH waves within 3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6° are comparatively
weaker but still well above the noise level, especially for
L = 5 – ∼12 near midnight.
[21] 4. ECH emissions show a clear expansion to higher

L‐shells with enhanced occurrences when geomagnetic
activity intensifies. Relatively weak (0.03–0.1 mV/m) ECH
waves exhibit an occurrence rate up to ∼40%. The occurrence
rates of moderate (0.1–1 mV/m) and strong (≥1 mV/m) ECH
waves have a pronounced MLT asymmetry, varying from
<1% during quiet times to >∼30% during disturbed periods
with highest occurrences on the night‐to‐dawn side within
L = 5–10. The global occurrence patterns of ECH waves
at different amplitude levels are similar for the intervals of
∣l∣ < 3° and 3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6°.
[22] A comparison between geomagnetic activity and the

occurrence frequency of ECH waves under different wave
amplitude levels revealed in this study suggests that trigger-
ing of ECH waves does not necessarily require dramatic
intensification of geomagnetic activity, supporting the idea
that a loss cone distribution (which is present under most
circumstances) is the major mechanism for ECH wave gen-
eration. However, the disturbed conditions associated with
enhanced convection and/or substorm activity very likely
lead to preferential ECH wave amplification, as a conse-
quence of increased free energy in the electron loss cone
distribution, but such enhanced excitation requires detailed
theoretical investigation in future studies.
[23] While ECH wave scattering has been concluded to be

much less influential than whistler‐mode chorus scattering
for diffuse auroral precipitation in the inner magnetosphere
[Thorne et al., 2010; Ni et al., 2011a, 2011b], our reported
statistical results suggest that ECH wave scattering could be

Figure 3. Same as in Figure 2, except for ECHwaves within
3° ≤ ∣l∣ < 6°.
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important for diffuse auroral precipitation outside L ≈ 8where
chorus activities are statistically much weaker [Li et al.,
2009]. Although the strongest ECH emissions with Ew ≥
1 mV/m are most likely to occur within the region L = 5–10,
more moderate ECH emissions with Ew of the order of
0.1 mV/m are still capable of scattering plasma sheet elec-
trons at a rate comparable to the strong diffusion limit at
higher L‐shells, because the strong diffusion rate decreases
substantially with a smaller loss cone and a longer bounce
period. To fully understand the role of ECH waves in the
global morphology of diffuse auroral precipitation in the non‐
dipolar magnetic field environment of the outer magneto-
sphere (L ≥ 8) requires detailed quantitative evaluation of
ECH wave induced diffuse auroral scattering rates. This
can be accomplished in the near future using the improved
global ECH wave model presented above, together with the
frequency spectrum of ECH wave power obtained from
THEMIS high‐resolution wave burst mode data and the wave
normal angle distribution of multi‐banded ECH emissions
obtained from detailed ray tracing studies.
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